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Allscripts users:
Customized v. 11 Note Template Development can accelerate
adoption —especially with specialists
Getting some physicians excited about using an EHR can be a challenge. But often where “the
rubber meets the road” for doctors, PAs, and nurses is within Note. This is where clinicians can
experience an immediate productivity boost provided you can convince them to adopt
new practices.
MD Solutions has developed specialized v11 Note content for many specialties and we continue to
expand our content. Our Clinical Analysts, all registered nurses with real world clinical experience,
meet with providers and ask them what would make their clinical day more efficient. They
review existing documentation samples and look at the practice’s back office workflow. With this
information in hand, they assess the provider’s needs—“Do they simply need an existing Allscripts
pre-delivered template modified or do they need a new and unique template?” By delivering what
the “doctor ordered” the physicians are much more likely to utilize the documentation templates
and in turn speak positively of their experience with the EHR.
Our notebuilding services in support of Version 11 include:
• Usability analysis based on the specific needs of your practice and your providers
• All formats are built with an eye toward improving billing and collection practices—the MD
Solutions team includes two Certified Procedural Coders
• Full training capabilities to assist in clinician adoption and to prevent “backsliding” to
old patterns

To find out more about how we’ve helped other practices just like yours make the most of their
technology investments, contact us today.
Contact: J effry O’Connor – Director of Business Development

Tel: (617) 910-5047 email: joconnor@mdsolutionsinc.com

About MD Solutions:
Founded in 2000, the mission of MD Solutions is to provide healthcare organizations with the means to
maximize efficiencies and profitability by effectively using their people, processes and technology to address
business challenges.
mdsolutionsinc.com | twitter.com/md_solutions | facebook.com/mdsolutions

